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Title: Paul Ambrose v. Louella Suque-Ambrose – The Legal Standing of a Foreign Spouse in
a Filipino Marriage Nullity Case

Facts:
Paul Ambrose, an American citizen, married Louella Suque-Ambrose in Manila on March 13,
2005. On April 20, 2007, Ambrose filed a Petition for Declaration of Nullity of Marriage
citing psychological incapacity under Article 36 of the Family Code of the Philippines. The
RTC dismissed the petition, asserting that Ambrose had no legal capacity to sue under
Article 15 of the Civil Code, which articulates the nationality principle. Ambrose, whose
subsequent Notice of Appeal was denied, filed a petition for review on certiorari under Rule
45 of the Rules of Court, arguing against the RTC’s decision and the application of Section
20(1) of A.M. No. 02-11-10-SC.

Issues:
1. Whether or not a foreign spouse has the legal capacity to file a petition for declaration of
nullity of marriage in the Philippines.
2. Whether the procedural rules, specifically Section 20(1) of A.M. No. 02-11-10-SC, should
prevent full appellate review of the decision of the RTC.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court, examining the substantive merit of the petitioner’s arguments, agreed
that Article 15 of the Civil Code does not apply to the case because it pertains to Filipino
citizens, not foreigners. The marriage being within the Philippines’ jurisdiction implies its
governance by Philippine law. Thus, a foreign spouse has legal capacity to file such a
petition.

Additionally, the Court clarified that procedural rules are tools for the administration of
justice and may be relaxed to serve substantial justice. Ambrose timely filed a Notice of
Appeal  equivalent to the period of  filing a motion for reconsideration as mandated by
procedural rules, and the appeal was on technical grounds rather than merits of the case,
meriting relaxation of procedural rules.

Doctrine:
The Supreme Court reaffirmed the principles of lex loci celebrationis and the rights of
foreign spouses to file petitions for nullity when the marriage is celebrated within the
Philippines, asserting that the nationality principle is not applicable in such cases. The
Court highlighted that procedural rules may be relaxed in the interest of substantial justice,
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particularly when the procedural lapse does not detract from the opportunity to rule on the
substance of the case.

Class Notes:
– Lex loci celebrationis: The law of the place of the marriage celebration governs the validity
of a marriage.
– Procedural rule relaxation: The Supreme Court may relax procedural rules to prevent
substantial justice from being thwarted by technicalities.
– Legal capacity vs. legal personality to sue: Legal capacity refers to a party’s general
qualifications to act in a lawsuit, while legal personality is about being the real party in
interest with potential injury from a case’s outcome.
– Article 26 of the Family Code: Foreign marriages valid where celebrated are valid in the
Philippines, subject to exceptions.
– Relevant statutory provision: Rule 45 of the Rules of Court allowing direct recourse to the
Supreme Court via a petition for review on certiorari.

Historical Background:
The case situates itself within the context of evolving legal interpretations of the Family
Code and the Civil  Code concerning the marriage laws applicable to  mixed-nationality
couples.  Philippine law had previously  grappled with the application of  the nationality
principle and its family laws to foreigners, particularly after the enactment of the Family
Code in 1987, which nuanced the conditions under which foreign marital  relationships
would interact with Philippine legal norms. The decision in this case is a continuation of the
Philippine  judiciary’s  approach  of  favoring  substantiative  resolutions  over  technical
dismissals  in  matters  significantly  affecting  personal  status  and  family  relations.


